High tunability of two dimensional magnetic materials (by strain, gating, heterostructuring or otherwise) provides unique conditions for studying versatile magnetic properties and controlling emergent magnetic phases. Expanding the scope of achievable magnetic phenomena in such materials is important for both fundamental and technological advances. Here we perform atomistic spin-dynamics simulations to explore the (chiral) magnetic phases of atomic monolayers in the limit of suppressed first-neighbors exchange interaction. We report the rich phase diagram of exotic magnetic configurations, obtained for both square and honeycomb lattice symmetries, comprising coexistence of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic spin-cycloids, as well as multiple types of magnetic skyrmions. We perform a minimum-energy path analysis for the skyrmion collapse to evaluate the stability of such topological objects, and reveal that magnetic monolayers could be good candidates to host the antiferromagnetic skyrmions that are experimentally evasive to date.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetism in two dimensions (2D) has recently drawn immense attention of both theoretical and experimental research, due to its fundamental significance and promising technological applications 1,2 . Magnetic 2D atomic crystals present a diapason of possibilities for controlling magnetic interactions by different composition and structural arrangements [3] [4] [5] [6] , as well as engineering techniques 7, 8 . The competition between the magnetic interactions in such 2D materials, e.g., crystalline anisotropy, exchange, dipoledipole, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction 9,10 (DMI), etc., is likely to lead to a wide range of physical phenomena and novel magnetic phases. It is well known that the exchange interaction between neighboring spins of a magnetic system plays a determinant role in resulting magnetic configurations. Interestingly, the exchange stiffness of magnetic monolayers can be tuned in a multitude of ways. For example, a manganese monolayer presents ferromagnetic (FM) order when grown on the (001) surface of tungsten substrate 11 , but presents antiferromagnetic (AFM) order when grown on tungsten (110) 12 . Ref. 3 claimed based on first-principles calculations that the nearest-neighbor (NN) exchange interaction of an iron monolayer on the (001) surface of a Ta x W 1−x alloy can be continuously tuned from FM to AFM coupling by varying the Ta concentration in the substrate, and that in the situation of weak NN exchange nontrivial magnetic configurations can be achieved. Similarly, Ref. 13 showed that the ground state of a Fe monolayer on top of different 4d and 5d nonmagnetic metals can be continuously manipulated from FM to AFM by in-plane biaxial and uniaxial strain on the substrates. Ref. 5 demonstrated tunability of the exchange interaction by changing the stacking order of Fe/5d bilayers on Rh(001). The ex-change interaction can also be tuned by strain in magnetic 2D monolayer chromium trihalides CrX 3 (with X = I, Cl and Br), continuously from FM to AFM one 8 .
In addition to this (symmetric) exchange interaction, the asymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction plays an important role in the ordering of a magnetic system. Instead of (anti)parallel spins, DMI favors the rotation of magnetization at short length scales, giving rise to chiral spin structures, such as cycloids and magnetic skyrmions. DMI can be tuned in 2D magnets by breaking inversion symmetry, e.g., in Janus structures of chromium trihalides 6 and manganese dichalcogenides 14 , or at the interface of the magnetic monolayer with a heavy-metal substrate 15 .
In spite of the many possibilities for tuning exchange interactions in 2D magnets, the resultant magnetic states of such systems remain scarcely investigated. Therefore, in this work we explore the magnetic phases of chiral magnetic monolayers, such as Fe monolayer and CrX 3 lattices, in the limit of suppressed NN exchange interaction. We present the rich phase diagram obtained for both square and honeycomb symmetries, where exotic magnetic configurations can be stabilized. There we reveal states with coexisting FM and AFM spincycloids and magnetic skyrmions, as well as the novel p-AFM skyrmion state, and explore stability of magnetic skyrmions when dominated either by NN or secondnearest-neighbor (SNN) exchange coupling.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the atomistic spin model used to describe the chiral magnetic monolayer. Sec. III contains all our results and discussions, starting from the effects of NN and SNN exchange coupling on the magnetic ground state in the presence of dipole-dipole interactions (Sec. III A). In Sec. III B we present the phase diagram for varied DMI and anisotropy interactions in the limit of suppressed NN exchange in a square lattice, and derive analyti-cal expressions for the phase boundaries in Sec. III B 1. In Sec. III B 2 we discuss several types of magnetic skyrmions stabilized in the considered system, and perform minimum-energy path calculations to evaluate the stability of magnetic skyrmions when dominated either by NN or SNN exchange coupling. Sec. III C contains the phase diagram and notes for a honeycomb lattice, comparatively to the discussion presented for a square lattice in Sec. III B. Our findings are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. ATOMISTIC SPIN MODEL
In this work we perform atomistic spin simulations to capture possible magnetic phases of chiral magnetic monolayers, primarily based on the simulation package Spirit (see Ref. 16 ). The extended Heisenberg Hamiltonian of the considered classical system of spins, in absence of applied magnetic field, is given by
where µ i is the magnetic moment of the i th atomic site, with moment |µ i | = µ and n i = µ i /µ the i th spin orientation. J ij is the exchange stiffness, where we define J 1 and J 2 as the NN and SNN exchange stiffness respectively; D ij = D(r ij ×ẑ) is the DMI vector, with D the DMI strength and r ij the vector connecting spins i and j. K is the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and D ddi = µ 0 µ 2 /(4πr 3 0 ) defines the magnitude of the dipoledipole interaction (DDI), with r 0 the nearest-neighbor distance and µ 0 the vacuum permeability. <> st and <> sd denote summation up to first and second-neighbors sites respectively. For the dipole-dipole interaction we make use of fast Fourier transforms and the convolution theorem 17 adapted to treat arbitrary spin lattice configurations, as implemented in Spirit, which reduces significantly the computational effort. Moreover, a direct summation of dipoles has been performed in order to verify selected results. The energy minimization is performed using a Verlet-like velocity projection method, as explained in Refs. 16 and 18, which accelerates convergence towards local minima and avoids overstepping due to momentum considered in the standard Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation 19, 20 . In this method the spins are treated as massive particles moving on the surfaces of spheres, where the velocity at each time step is damped by projecting it along the force F i = ∂H/∂n i .
When constructing the equilibrium phase diagram of a spin system in the space of two relevant parameters in Eq.
(1), the spin-relaxation simulations are performed for a uniform 10 × 10 matrix of values within the parametric range of the phase diagram, each initialized from a random configuration at least 10 times. After the energy is minimized numerically for those values of parameters, all obtained states are followed "adiabatically" for gradually varied parameters, so that ground-state phases could be reliably determined on a high-density grid in the parametric space (typically a 200 × 200 grid for the phase diagrams shown in the next section).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Competing exchange interactions
In this work we are interested in magnetic configurations that emerge in the limit of vanishing nearestneighbor exchange interaction. In order to be able to sys-tematically discern effects from different types of interactions, we remove DMI and anisotropy and examine purely the effects of tuning the exchange coupling between both nearest-neighbor and second-nearest-neighbor sites, with dipole-dipole interactions taken into account.
Square lattice
We first consider a square lattice of spin sites, representative of e.g. Fe monolayer on a substrate 3 . Fig. 1(A) shows the ground-state phase diagram obtained in the numerical experiments based on Eq. (1). The corresponding minimal energy configurations belonging to different regions of the phase diagram in Fig. 1 (A) are depicted in Fig. 1(B-D) . For dominating nearest-neighbor exchange interaction (|J 1 | > 2|J 2 |), only two states can occur, the FM state [ Fig. 1 with Ω = 0, are favored. Here we observed that the presence of dipole-dipole interactions favors collinear configurations. However, for dominating exchange energy, even small fluctuations of the spin configurations can overcome the dipolar ineractions so that noncollinear domains can coexist with the collinear ones. In such conditions, even though the state shown in Fig. 1 (C) remains the ground state of the system, the states similar to the one shown in Fig. 1 (E) become increasingly stable and frequently appearing.
Honeycomb lattice
In Fig. 2(A) we show the phase diagram for the honeycomb lattice symmetry, analogous to the one of Fig. 1(A) obtained for the square lattice. In the honeycomb case, the non-trivial structure, as well as the mismatch in the number of NN and SNN bonds of the honeycomb lattice give rise to several more magnetic phases. Furthermore, one should note that the SNN bonds form a triangular lattice, which is intrinsically frustrated under AFM coupling, which can lead to non-trivial spin textures. For the case of J 2 > 0, the FM and AFM states (phases II and III in Fig. 2 ) are analogous to the ones observed in the square lattice. On the other hand, for dominating J 2 < 0 two degenerate lattices of spin-loops are obtained, shown in Fig. 2 (B) and (C). Such magnetic phases are similar to those found for multiferroic hexagonal compounds 21, 22 , which in that case are associated to the Γ 1 and Γ 3 irreducible representations of the P6 3 cm space group 23 .
In our system the spin-loop configurations are also fa- vored by the dipole-dipole interactions. By increasing the magnitude of |J 1 |, the competing NN and SNN coupling give rise to spin cycloids (phases IV and VII in Fig. 2) , collinear AFM states (phases V and VIII in Fig. 2 ) and vortex-like configurations (lattice of FM vortices in phase VI and a lattice of AFM antivortices in phase IX, see Fig. 2 ). We notice that for J 1 > 0 the spins tend to form pairs of rows with same orientation [see e.g. Fig. 2(H) ] due to the FM NN coupling and the cycling of the spins in the cycloidal phase [ Fig. 2(F) ] is of the Nel type. In contrast, for J 1 < 0, the spins are aligned in single rows and the cycloids are of the Bloch type.
B. Suppressed nearest-neighbor exchange in the square lattice
Having understood the competing effects between the nearest-neighbor and second-nearest-neighbor exchange and dipolar interactions, we proceed to examine spin configurations in the limit of vanishing NN exchange interaction. We start with the square lattice, which, due to its simpler geometry, allows for a more illuminating analysis of cycloids and skyrmions induced by suppressed NN exchange. Moreover, as will be shown, the square lattice encompasses all the main ingredients behind the physics of the chiral magnetic textures in the 2D limit. Supplementary notes on the honeycomb lattice case are given in subsection III C.
In Fig. 3(A) we show the phase diagram for the square lattice, obtained for J 1 = 0, as a function of J 2 but also as a function of increasing DMI. For negative val-ues of J 2 , increasing DMI strength favors the formation of p-AFM spin-cycloids, shown in Fig. 3(H) , while for positive J 2 we report the coexistence of FM and c-AFM spin-cycloids with opposite chiralities [ Fig. 3(I) ]. Notice that when neglecting the DDI term in the Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)], the FM and c-AFM states are energetically degenerate for the case of J 1 = 0 and J 2 > 0 (see also supplemental figure Fig. S1(A) for a better visualization of the coexisting FM and c-AFM domains). For the case of dominating DMI energy, all spins are forced orthogonal to each other, driving a transition to an emergent spin-ice type of state (V-a) or a degenerated striped state (V-b), shown respectively in Fig. 3 (E) and Fig. 3(F) . Notice that state V-a presents a checkerboard symmetry with four spins pointing in or four spins pointing out of a same tetragon, in such a way that the local magnetization field is not divergence-free, giving rise to so-called magnetic monopoles 24, 25 . The effects of anisotropy interaction (parameter K in the Hamiltonian) are shown in Fig. 3(B-D) for J 2 = 0, 300D ddi and −300D ddi respectively. For J 2 = 0 the in-plane order of state V is preserved and the z component of the spins are continuously deformed by anisotropy interaction. For J 2 > 0, the outof-plane (in-plane) anisotropy favors the c-AFM (FM) state, while for J 2 < 0 the out-of-plane anisotropy gives rise to the out-of-plane p-AFM state, shown in Fig. 3 (G).
Phase boundaries
As will be shown in this section, analytical expressions can be derived for most of the phase boundaries in Fig. 3 .
In that derivation we consider the extended Heisenberg Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) with suppressed NN exchange interaction, and initially neglect the dipole-dipole interaction. For a simplified analysis, we assume the cycloidal phases are characterized by uniform rotation of the spins along one easy axis, say x, that is
where index m (n) counts spin rows parallel (perpendicular) to the x axis and N p is the number of spins involved in one period of the cycloid, which is to be determined after minimization of the free energy.
The DMI contribution to the energy of the system can easily be calculated by noticing that in all the above described cycloidal configurations only spins linked along the x direction have nonzero DMI energy. In this case D ij = −ŷD, n i × n j = −ŷ sin(θ m+1,n − θ m,n ) = −ŷ sin(2π/N p ), and thereby the total DMI energy is E DMI = −N D sin(2π/N p ). For the total SNN exchange energy E J2 , we sum up terms like n i ·n j = − cos(θ m±1,n − θ m,n ) = σ cos(2π/N p ), where σ = 1 for positive exchange interaction (phases FM and c-AFM) and σ = −1 for negative exchange interaction (phase p-AFM). Therefore, for all three cases, E J2 = −2|J 2 | cos(2π/N p ). Finally, the contribution of anisotropy to the total energy is given by E K = −K m,n cos 2 θ m,n , which, by assuming that N/N p is an integer, leads to E K = − 1 2 N K. The total energy of the cycloidal phases is then given by E/N = −2|J 2 | cos(2π/N p ) − D sin(2π/N p ) − K/2. Minimizing the energy with respect to N p yields N p = 2π tan −1 (D/2|J 2 |) (5) and
Similar expressions can be obtained for the case of dominating NN exchange interaction, leading to the well-known dependence of the cycloid period on the ratio D/J 26, 27 . In order to delineate the boundaries of the cycloidal phases, we compare Eq. (6) with other (non-cycloidal) candidates to ground-state configuration. First, we consider phase V (see Fig. 3 ). This phase is dominated by DMI interactions, where all neighboring spins are orthogonal to each other, so that E J2 = 0. The DMI and anisotropy contribution to the energy can be calculated trivially, resulting in a total energy per spin E/N = − √ 2D − K/2. The critical DMI value, calculated by comparing this result with Eq. (6), is given by D c = 2|J 2 | [see solid black lines in Fig. 3(A) ], irrespective of the anisotropy parameter K. Below this value, the cycloidal phases are favored against the homogeneous configuration V.
As shown in Fig. 3(C) and (D), the cycloidal phases also become unstable above a certain value of the anisotropy parameter. For positive K, the c-AFM phase (III) is potentially favored for J 2 > 0, while for J 2 < 0, the p-AFM (VII) becomes the potential candidate. Their energy per spin is simply E/N = −2|J 2 | − K. Comparing with Eq. (6), we get K c = 2 4|J 2 | 2 + D 2 − 4|J 2 | (see solid black lines in Fig. 3(C) and (D) ).
For K ≤ 0, the cycloids decay into phases I and II, which are significantly influenced by the dipole-dipole interaction. For those cases, the demagnetizing energy can be approximated by an in-plane contribution to the effective anisotropy 28 K eff = K −K ddi , and the critical curves for K ≤ 0 are simply shifted by a factor of K ddi (see dashed and dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 3(C) and (D) ). The same curves can be plotted for the case K = 0 as shown in Fig. 3(A) , where we used K ddi = 3.8D ddi and 2D ddi for the phase boundaries II-VI and I-IV respectively.
Domain walls and magnetic skyrmions
Domain walls (DW) and magnetic skyrmions are promising candidates for technological applications, especially for spin-based information processing and memory devices. In this section we look for such magnetic configurations in the limit of suppressed NN exchange coupling. Fig. 4 summarizes different types of domain walls obtained in our simulations. For J 2 > 0 the wellknown c-AFM DW [ Fig. 4(A) ] and FM DW [ Fig. 4(B) ] are found. However, since the FM and c-AFM states can coexist in this region of the phase diagram, a DW between the two phases is necessary to stabilize the spin system, as shown in Fig. 4(C) . In this case, only one sublattice of the c-AFM structure is rotated to form the FM state. For J 2 < 0 the p-AFM DW [ Fig. 4(D) ] is the only one found. Due to such possibilities for different types of DW one also expects a variety of magnetic skyrmions in this system. Fig. 3(A) shows an example of FM and c-AFM skyrmions coexisting for J 2 > 0 (see also supplemental figure Fig. S1(B) for a better visualization of the coexisting FM and c-AFM skyrmions), and Fig. 3(B) shows the p-AFM skyrmion obtained for J 2 < 0 -which to our knowledge is the first such skyrmion reported in literature. One should note that the FM-AFM DW [as shown in Fig. 4(C) ] can not form a stable topological object by enclosing itself (contrary to its FM or AFM counterparts, since in this case only half of the spins would rotate across the domain wall and the resultant net topological charge is non-integer). Now, let us compare the influence of both NN and SNN exchange on the skyrmion stability. For that purpose we analyze the energy of an isolated c-AFM skyrmion, which can be stabilized by both J 1 and J 2 . In Fig. 5(C) we show the c-AFM skyrmion energy calculated for (i) J 1 = 0, J 2 = J, and (ii) J 1 = −J, J 2 = 0, where we fixed the parameters K = 3 meV and D = 5 meV in such a way that the skyrmion can be stabilized for |J 2 | similar to that obtained in Refs. 3 and 13, where |J 1 | ≈ 0. Notice that in case (i) one can stabilize skyrmions with equivalent energy but for smaller values of J when compared to the case (ii), which indicates that SNN exchange can dominate the skyrmion energy over small values of J 1 . Fig. 5(D) shows the minimal-energy-path calculations for the isotropic collapse of the c-AFM skyrmion in both cases (i) and (ii), where the activation energy, E a , is calculated by the geodesic nudged elastic band method 18, 29 with the help of a climbing image method 30 , both implemented in the simulation package Spirit, allowing an accurate determination of the highest-energy saddle point along the minimal energy path connecting the two states. Notice that, for both cases (i) and (ii), the activation energies have the same order of magnitude, which indicates that the skyrmions stabilized by dominating SNN exchange interaction present similar stability, and consequently similar lifetime 29, 31 , to those stabilized by dominating NN exchange coupling. Finally, the stability of the p-AFM skyrmion was found to be the same as the stability of the c-AFM skyrmion, as long as the same values of |J 2 | are considered.
C. Suppressed nearest-neighbor exchange in the honeycomb lattice
The honeycomb lattice symmetry is representative of a variety of magnetic 2D materials, and is hence of particular recent interest. Notice that for a complete description of truly 2D magnetic materials (such as monolayer CrI 3 ) one should consider more magnetic interactions in the Hamiltonian, such as the Kitaev interaction 32 . In the present consideration, for simplicity and clarity, but also in order to provide a fair comparison between square and honeycomb lattice symmetry, we do not include those additional magnetic interactions in our spin system. Fig. 6 (A) exhibits the phase diagram obtained for the honeycomb lattice, for zeroed NN exchange coupling (J 1 ) and anisotropy (K), in the presence of dipole-dipole interactions, and for varied SNN exchange (J 2 ) and DMI strength (D). Similarly to the square lattice, for J 2 > 0, increasing DMI favors FM and AFM spin cycloids (see Fig. 6 (E), and also Fig. S1 (C) for a better visualization of the coexisting FM and AFM states). For dominating DMI interaction all spins are forced orthogonal to each other, as shown in Fig. 6 (C) and Fig. 6 (D) (phase XI). Since in the honeycomb lattice the SNN bonds form a triangular lattice, which is frustrated under AFM coupling, the analogous forms of the p-AFM state and the p-AFM skyrmion found in the square lattice can not be obtained for J 2 < 0. Instead, for J 2 < 0 we obtained frustrated AFM spin cycloids (shown in Fig. 6(B) , but can be visualized better in supplementary Fig. S2 ). In Fig. 7(A) we show that this configuration can actually be decomposed into six sublattices, each of which exhibiting a cycloidal behavior -as seen in the orientation of spins shown in Fig. 7(B) . Due to the honeycomb symmetry of the lattice, the anti-parallel AFM coupling between the SNN spins can not be satisfied at all bonds and the system is therefore frustrated, causing this unique cycloidal spin state.
To conclude the comparison to our previous findings for the square lattice, in Fig. 8(A) we show an example of FM and c-AFM skyrmions coexisting for J 2 > 0 in the honeycomb lattice symmetry (see also supplemental figure Fig. S1(D) for a better visualization of the coexisting FM and AFM skyrmions). Similarly to the analysis made in the preceding section, we have calculated the energy of an isolated AFM skyrmion and performed minimal-energy-path calculations to evaluate the influence of both NN and SNN exchange to the skyrmion stability. As in the square lattice, both kinds of skyrmions have equivalent energies [see Fig. 8 (C)] but their stability falls in different ranges of the exchange intensity |J|, with the SNN-stabilized skyrmion occurring at considerably smaller values of |J|. Finally we note again that, contrary to the square-lattice case, skyrmions with a p-AFM background are not possible in the honeycomb lattice because, as discussed above, AFM ordering is frustrated on a triangular lattice of second-nearest neighbors.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The advent of monolayer materials over the last decade, freestanding or deposited, raises questions whether such systems can harbor unique magnetic prop- erties and potential for technological applications. It is primarily the vast tunability of magnetic interactions in such magnetic monolayers that can lead to unexpected physical phenomena and magnetic phases. Our present work is a step in that direction, revealing the rich magnetic phase diagram for both square and honeycomb symmetries of a magnetic monolayer, in the limit of suppressed nearest-neighbor exchange interaction. With underlying expectation of degenerate ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states promoted by the absence of the nearest-neighbor exchange, the competition between the second-nearest-neighbor exchange, DMI, and dipolar interactions leads to several unique cycloidal, checkerboard, row-wise and spin-ice states, unattainable otherwise. Moreover, coexisting FM and AFM skyrmions are found, as well as novel types of chiral domain walls and skyrmions (such as the p-AFM ones). With several existing ab initio predictions that exchange interactions in magnetic monolayers can be varied depending on the substrate [3] [4] [5] 13 , the states found in our work will serve as a smoking gun for the experimental validation of such claims. Last but not least, the interactions in the recently realized 2D magnetic materials can also be broadly manipulated by e.g. strain engineering 8 , where our present results can provide basic expectations and understanding before the more detailed calculations (including additional anisotropic exchange couplings such as Kitaev one 33 ) are performed.
